TOMS Rollout Management
What is TOMS?

Description
› TOMS is a Transport Order Management System (online porta; based on WebEDI) provided by the company SupplyOn
› TOMS is used for the communication of all transport relevant information between Continental, supplier and the responsible forwarder
› TOMS changes your current way of communication to the forwarder from mail or phone to this portal
› TOMS is mainly used to create transport orders and Advanced Shipping Notifications (ASN)
› TOMS is only used when Continental pays the freight costs
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Supplier Rollout Process

Description
› The implementation is organized by the TOMS Rollout Team
› The usage of TOMS is mandatory
   › TOMS is part of the supplier evaluation process BASE
   › TOMS is part of the Supplier Manual Logistics
   › TOMS does not change any existing ERP / SAP processes / ClassicEDI connections

Instruction / Visualisation

- Phone Call with first information [by TOMS Team]
- Basic Mail to supplier including questionnaire [by TOMS Team]
- Return complete questionnaire [by Supplier]
- Start of technical preparations, e.g. rollout of SupplyOn WebEDI [by TOMS Team]
- Pre-information when technical setups are done [by TOMS Team]
- Start Mail to supplier [by TOMS Team]
- Creation of Transport Orders [by Supplier]

Process duration: 4 – 6 weeks
TOMS Rollout Management
Your tasks within TOMS / Benefits

Description

› You have to create the transport order online in TOMS
  › Task: Complete transport order screen (example below) on time by adding/confirmation of packaging data, quantities, documents
  › Benefit: No additional mails or phone calls to plant or forwarder necessary; TOMS will be standard for all Continental plants in the future

› You have to create the Advanced Shipping Notification online in TOMS [if you don’t send it already via your own ERP system to the plant]
  › Task: Confirm/correct created transport order on time (= ASN)
  › Benefit: WebASN implementation is cheaper and faster for suppliers as ClassicASN

Instruction / Visualisation

![Transport Order Screen Example](image-url)